1980 Porsche 911 "Turbo"
Lot sold

USD 79 913 - 93 232
GBP 60 000 - 70 000 (listed)

Year of manufacture
Mileage
Gearbox

1980
102 100 mi /
164 315 km
Manual

Chassis number

93A0070707

Number of seats

2

Drivetrain

2wd

Lot number

415

Drive

RHD

Condition

Used

Location
Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

Other

Car type

Other

Engine number
Exterior brand colour

6700675
White

Description
A beautifully presented 911 Turbo finished in Grand Prix White with black leather interior and Martini
liveryComprehensive and detailed history folder including documents supporting maintenance and
ownership from newA letter on file stating that this example is regarded by the PCGB as a genuine
Martini 930 TurboThe original Turbo, in classic 1980s colours, clean MOT to August 2020, a rare
Martini car in fine orderHaving accrued a wealth of experience of turbocharging air-cooled engines
from their racing program, it seemed to make perfect sense for Porsche to utilise that knowledge by
applying it to their famous rear-engined sports car, and consequently, at the 1973 Paris motor show,
they unveiled a prototype turbocharged 911, the Type 930. Porsche engineers tested both the 2.7
and 3.0-litre engines, with the 3.0 air-cooled flat-six (that could trace its origins back to the 911 RSR)
being chosen as it produced more torque low down. By attaching a Khnle, Kopp and Kausch (KKK)
turbocharger, the 930 was the most powerful production Porsche thus far and, suddenly, the 911 was
a supercar. The production-ready 911 Turbo was shown at the Paris show in autumn 1974and not
surprisingly in an era when turbocharging was seen as rather exotic, captivated the world's motoring
press. Rightly, it was billed as a supremely fast and luxurious flagship model, combining ballistic
performance and head-turning looks with air conditioning, electric windows and other creature
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comforts. In 1977/1978, capacity went up from 3.0 to 3.3 litres and an air-to-air intercooler was
positioned under the rear spoiler. The spoiler was re-profiled and raised slightly to make room for the
intercooler assemblyand this meant saying goodbye to the whale-tail' and welcoming the equally
distinctive tea-tray'.First registered on 12 June 1980, this UK, right-hand drive, 4-speed Porsche 911
Turbo was, according to documents within the history file, supplied by Gordon Ramsey Ltd,
Newcastle. An official letter from the Porsche Club Great Britain addressed to a previous keeper
confirms that this car is recognised as an original Martini car and as such is a rather desirable model.
Now showing 102,100 miles, the car presents very well having been subject to a fairly recent repaint
and regularly maintained to a very high standard supported by invoices and documents found within
the substantial history folder. Recent work includes having the wheels professionally refinished, a full
service and the car is offered with a clean MOT expiring on 16 August 2020.Here is an opportunity to
own a sparkling 930 Turbo wearing Martini stripes that certainly makes it stand out from the crowd.
Sure to be the talk of every classic car show, this eye-catching Turbo really is a snapshot of Porsches
long-term partnership with Martini and Rossi.
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